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Abstract. The formula available in the literature to find the sum of two discrete fuzzy
numbers needs a major change. We have shown in this article with the help of numerical
examples as to why the existing formula does not quite look logical. We are going to put
forward a different formula to find the sum using the weighted average of the levels of
presence of the discrete fuzzy numbers concerned. With numerical examples we have
shown that our proposed formula does return expected results.
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1. Introduction
In the theory of fuzzy sets, the most basic idea is that an element in a set can be partially
present, the level of presence being between 0 and 1. A fuzzy number  = [, , ] is
defined with reference to a membership function µ( ) which is a continuous nondecreasing function of x for ∈ [, ] and is a continuous non-increasing function of x
for ∈ [, ]. Here µ( ) for a given x in the intervals concerned gives the level of
presence of x. There are standard procedures to add such fuzzy numbers. Such procedures
are however not applicable to the case when the fuzzy numbers are discrete.
Let ( ) be a discrete fuzzy number where x is a real number and α is the level of
presence of x,  ∈ [0, 1]. To add two discrete fuzzy numbers ( ) and  () , in the
available literature the following formula is in use:
( )

+  () = ( + )()

where  = min (, )(Wang et al. [1], Casasnovas and Riera, [2]). This definition of
addition of two discrete fuzzy numbers does not give any importance to the values of x
and y whereas the definition in the continuous case considers all values of x in the two
intervals [, ] and [, ].
It may be noted that very little work is available in the literature regarding operation
of discrete fuzzy numbers. Casasnovas and Riera [3] have studied addition of discrete
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fuzzy numbers when Zadeh’s Extension Principle [4] does not obtain a convex function.
Wang and Wen [5] have studied discrete fuzzy number operations because the usual
addition does not keep closeness of the operation. Fan [6] studied Zadeh’s Extension
Principle for operations on discrete fuzzy numbers. It may be noted that all of these
works in [2, 3, 5, 6] are based on the work of Wang et al. [1], and we are going to
propose in this article an alternative formula for discrete fuzzy number addition because
the formula still being used dos not return logically acceptable results as would be seen in
the discussions in what follows.
We would like to start our discussions with a few numerical examples. According
to this definition, we see that
80(.) + 20(.) = 100(.)
and
20(.) + 80(.) = 100(.).
In other words, according to this definition 80(.) + 20(.) and 20(.) +80(.) are the
same, which is not quite illogical because in 80(.) + 20(.) the level of presence of 80
is 0.9 while the level of presence of 20 is 0.1, and in 20(.) + 80(.) the level of
presence of 80 is 0.1 while the level of presence of 20 is 0.9. This definition is therefore
insensitive to the values of x as well as y; and it gives importance only to the levels of
presence of x and y.
Indeed,
( )
+  () = ( + )()
where  = min (, ) leads to gives us another result which too does not look quite
logical:
80(.) + 20(.) = 80(.) + 20(.) = 100(.)
which means that in what has been shown as an example, according to this definition it
does not matter whether the level of presence of 80 is 0.9 or 0.5, the minimum value of
the levels of presence of 20 only is important.
Further, if one of x and y is 0 with a non-zero presence level, this definition gives an
unacceptable result. For example, it gives us:
100(.) + 0(.) = 100(.) ,
whereas addition of the discrete fuzzy number 100(.) with the discrete fuzzy number
0(.) should be 100(.) itself.
It is clear that a definition that leads to such conclusions must have some defect. In
fact, it has the following defects:
1. First, this definition does not give any weightage to the numerical values of x and
y.
2. Secondly, this definition uses the value of min (, ), while it is insensitive to
changes in max (, ).
3. Finally, any discrete fuzzy number ( ) added to the discrete fuzzy number 0()
must give us ( ) back again anyway.
Therefore, we need to define the operation of addition of discrete fuzzy numbers in such
a way that it does not have the defects mentioned above. In what follows, we are going to
show how the operation of addition of discrete fuzzy numbers should be performed.
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2. Addition of two discrete fuzzy numbers
Our objective is to define the sum of two discrete fuzzy numbers ( ) and  () where x
and y are real and ,  ∈ [0, 1]. The sum must be so defined that proper weightage be
given to x and y, and not just min (, ) but both α and β must be given importance. The
only logical way to do so is to take the weighted average of α and β. It may be noted that
weighted average is a very classical concept used in finding sample mean in statistical
matters, and we are going to use this classical concept to define addition of discrete fuzzy
numbers. According to us, the correct way to get the sum of ( ) and  () is
( )

(

 ! "#

)

+  () = ( + ) ( !#) ,
% & '
) is the weighted average of α and β.
Here (

≠ 0,

 ≠ 0.

%&'

We would now like to go back to the numerical examples discussed in Section 1
above.
()!)

80(.) + 20(.) = 100( *++ ) = 100( .,- )
and
*.!.

20(.) + 80(.) = 100( *++ ) =100(./0) .
As expected, 80(.) + 20(.) and 20(.) + 80(.) are not same if we use our proposed
formula. It should be obvious that 80 with 90% presence added to 20 with 10% presence
cannot be same as 20 with 90% presence added to 80 with 10% presence. In the existing
definition available in the literature cited above, 80(.) + 20(.) and 20(.) + 80(.)
were the same.
We now come to the second numerical example mentioned in Section 1 above. It can
be seen that
80(.) + 20(.) = 100(.,-)
and
80(.) + 20(.) = 100(.-/) .
As expected, 80(.) + 20(.) and 80(.) + 20(.) are not same if we use our proposed
formula. In the definition available in the literature, 80(.) + 20(.) and 80(.) +
20(.) were numerically same. Obviously, 80 with 90% presence must not be same as 80
with 50% presence.
Finally, coming to the third numerical example mentioned above, using our proposed
procedure we see that
100(.) + 0(.) = 100(.)
as should be the case. If the definition available in the literature is followed, it is equal to
100(.) which does not seem logical.
3. The rationale behind
We have shown numerically why using the classical concept of weighted average of the
levels of presence of the fuzzy numbers is the logical way to add two discrete fuzzy
numbers. We now proceed to explain the mathematical basis of using the weighted
average of the presence levels.
Let ( ) be a discrete fuzzy number where x is a real number and  ∈ [0, 1] is the
presence level of x. We would like to put forward a standpoint that the number 80 with
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level of presence 40% is numerically the same as the number 40 with level of presence
80%. In other words, from our standpoint 80(.-) = 40(.2), and both of them are equal to
32 with level of presence 100%. In other words, from this standpoint, 80(.-) = 40(.2) =
32(.) and this means that 80(.-) is numerically equal to the product of 80 and its level
of presence 0.4. The same can be said about 40(.2) . So, we are proposing that ( ) and
 are numerically the same. This would give us an alternative way to define fuzzy
numbers.
Now, if it is accepted that ( ) and  are numerically the same where ( ) is a
discrete fuzzy number x being a real number and  ∈ [0, 1] is the presence level of x, and
therefore if it is accepted that ( ) can be expressed as
( )
=
we get
( )

+  () =  +  =( + ).

( %& ')
(% & ')

(

= ( + )

 ! "#
)
( !#)

, ≠ 0,  ≠ 0,

where
 + 
+ 
is nothing but the weighted average of α and β. For = 0 , y = 0,
( )
+  () =  +  = 0
because both  and  are equal to 0 already. For example, 0(.) + 0(./) = 0.
Indeed, fuzziness is rooted at partial presence, and if it is accepted that partial presence
can be defined using the relation ( ) =  , the formula for addition of discrete fuzzy
numbers comes out automatically.
4. Conclusions and discussions
In the Theory of Fuzzy Sets, the essence is that a real number can be partially present, the
level of presence being a number between 0 and 1. Incidentally, what was proposed as
the formula to add two discrete fuzzy numbers gives importance to the minimum value of
the levels of presence of the numbers concerned. We have in this article shown with three
numerical examples why that definition looks not quite logical. We have shown that in
adding discrete fuzzy numbers, we should use the classical weighted average of the levels
of presence of the discrete fuzzy numbers concerned.
In this context, we would like to mention that we have only put forward a correction
with reference to addition of discrete fuzzy numbers. In our eyes, there is an error in the
theory concerned, and our objective was to point that out and to put forward an
alternative formula. We have explained the rationale behind using the weighted mean of
the levels of presence of the discrete fuzzy numbers when we proceed to find the sum of
the fuzzy numbers. Even without this rationale, using the classical concept of weighted
averages leads us to the expected results.
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